February-March temperature reconstructions in western North America from 1500-1980 in the Common Era (CE) are used to evaluate, from a regional perspective, the hypothesis that radiative forcing by large tropical volcanic eruptions induces a tendency in the climate system towards an early post-event El Niño (EN) response followed by a delayed La Niña (LN) response. Post-event spatial composites using superposed epoch analysis (SEA) detect indications for an EN-like pattern in post-event Years 1-2; this result, however, is sensitive to the set of eruptions evaluated. Highly significant LN-like patterns are also observed for two eruptions during Year 1. In contrast, a clear and unique LN-like response is found in both evaluated eruption sets during Years 3-5; Year 3 in particular represents the time of strongest post-event response. No significant EN-like patterns occur during these years. The relative homogeneity of the SEA response for each post-event year is evaluated in terms of the ratio of the amplitude of the SEA composite to its standard deviation across the eruption events. In relation to the same metric determined from random-event-year SEAs, these signal-to-noise ratios are most highly significant in the portions of the domain with the strongest anomalies in Years 1-5, especially Year 3. The signal-to-noise ratios tend towards uniformly low and insignificant values beyond the first half-decade after the eruption, indicating generally reduced coherence across events. In relation to the larger-scale circulation, post-eruption 500mb February-March geopotential height composites from the 20th Century Reanalysis show ENSO-type features that are largely consistent with the SEA results from the primary eruption set during Year 1, but are inconsistent with the EN-like pattern exhibited by the second eruption set during Years 1-2. In Year 3, the pressure composite over North America and the adjacent Pacific and Atlantic is strongly LN-like, consistent with all SEA results; similarly, weakening coherence across events as time progresses beyond Year 3 is also consistent with more variable pressure composites noted after that time. The relatively robust character of the delayed LN-like response is evaluated in terms of the dynamic rebound of the climate system towards its initial energy balance as the radiative impact of immediate post-eruption aerosol cooling dissipates. The LN-like SEA temperature response in Years 3-5 exhibits a slight shift of its southern warm anomaly to the north and west relative to pure composite LN conditions, which is detected as a specifically post-eruption feature in the region.
Introduction
In light of anthropogenic forcing from increases in greenhouse gas concentrations, significant evaluation of the response of the climate system to a range of forcing factors has been undertaken (Myhre et al., 2013) , with the goal of better understanding the system's sensitivities to exogenous radiative forcing factors. Responses to large tropical volcanic eruptions, which have the capacity to affect both hemispheres, are a key area of focus in this regard, and provided an early validation of climate models after the Pinatubo event (Hansen et al., 1992) . This interest arises in part because dynamical responses occur in conjunction with the direct radiative balance effects and can outlast them for periods of several years (Driscoll et al., 2012; Myhre et al., 2013) , and such responses have specific regional "fingerprints" (e.g., Fischer et al., 2007; Ammann et al., 2010; Anchukaitis et al., 2010; Driscoll et al., 2012) and effects on teleconnection source regions, such as the equatorial Pacific and the El Niño/Southern Oscillation (ENSO) system (Adams et al., 2003; Mann et al., 2005; Emile-Geay et al., 2008; D'Arrigo et al., 2009; Wilson et al., 2010; Li et al., 2013) . High-resolution paleoclimatology offers the only observational means to extend the study of these responses beyond the instrumental data period, providing several times more eruption events to be evaluated including particularly large eruptions such as Tambora (1815), and thereby facilitating a more robust evaluation of the coherence or spread of responses across events. In particular, annually-to seasonally-resolved reconstructions of climate, coupled with good volcanic chronologies and evaluations of forcing efficacy from multiple ice cores and independent geological eruption evidence, offer the chance to study the temporal evolution of the dynamical responses (e.g., Adams et al., 2003; Mann et al., 2005; Emile-Geay et al., 2008; D'Arrigo et al., 2009; Anchukaitis et al., 2010; Wilson et al., 2010; Li et al., 2013) and can take advantage of the existence of climate proxy data richness in some parts of the world to allow regional responses to be evaluated (Fischer et al., 2007; Anchukaitis et al., 2010; cf. Landrum et al., 2013) .
In this work, we expand on limited initial results reported in Landrum et al. (2013) (cf. Fig. 10 and associated text there) and present a detailed analysis of late winter (February-March, or FM) post-volcanic temperature responses in temperate western North America over the past 500 years. This spatially-explicit regional North American analysis takes advantage of region-specific potential for successful spatial reconstruction due to the richness of annually-resolved proxy data in western temperate North America, an approach supported by "pseudoproxy" simulation experiments that have demonstrated that regional climate field reconstruction skill improves with increased proxy density in heterogeneous proxy networks (Smerdon et al., 2011) . Similar to Anchukaitis et al. (2010) , who use a spatially-explicit reconstruction of hydroclimate variability in Asia to evaluate the dynamical hypothesis that large volcanic eruptions should result in anomalous dry conditions in the monsoon portions of the region, or Wegmann et al. (2014) who analyze a spatially-explicit reconstruction of post-volcanic precipitation over Europe, we take advantage of the regional western North American dynamic connection to ENSO activity ( Fig. 1) to focus specifically on evaluating the hypothesis that large tropical eruptions are associated with a probabilistic tendency towards an early El Niño (EN) like response followed by a delayed La Niña (LN) like response. This hypothesis is supported by a number of paleoclimate and model study results and has been the subject of significant evaluation in the last-millennium paleoclimate literature over the past decade or more (cf. Adams et al., 2003; Mann et al., 2005; Emile-Geay et al., 2008; D'Arrigo et al., 2009; Wilson et al., 2010; Li et al., 2013) . The spatial "fingerprinting" that our analysis allows is particularly important in this context: first, because strong, interannual spatial dipole behavior in western North America is distinctly associated with ENSO activity (Fig. 1 ) and thus across-region averages could be significantly dampened in terms of their amplitude of response; and second, because relatively subtle differences in spatial patterns (at the continental scale) can potentially carry significant information about ENSO-related and non-ENSO-related responses (cf. Summary and discussion, Section 4.4). (Tables 1a/1b) ; asterisks associated with specific post-event years represent correlations significant at p b 0.15, 0.10, and 0.05 levels, for 1, 2, and 3 asterisks, respectively (estimation of significance explained in text). Right: Regional ENSO instrumental winter temperature pattern (top) from Kiladis and Diaz (1989, their Fig. 4g ; cf. Diaz et al., 2001 , Plate 1) (A/B represent generally warm/cool anomalies for El Niño and the opposite for La Niña), and model-based 2011-2012 CE winter temperature outlook (bottom) for La Niña scenario (NOAA); red polygons highlight reconstruction domain. Cf. the following for additional instrumental EN and LN composites: (1) http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/precip/CWlink/ENSO/composites/, (2) http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/precip/ CWlink/ENSO/composites/EC_LNT_index.shtml. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
The western North American FM temperature reconstructions carry information regarding the dynamical regional response to ENSO behavior that is independent of direct reconstructions of tropical Pacific sea surface temperatures (SSTs), and thus can serve to independently test the "early EN/delayed LN" hypothesis. Dynamic considerations based on the Bjerknes feedback (cf. Clement et al., 1996) have been used to explain the post-volcanic variations in reconstructed SSTs in the tropical Pacific (cf. Adams et al., 2003; Mann et al., 2005; Emile-Geay et al., 2008) . This mechanism works through the effect of reduced surface insolation that weakens the primary convection in the western Pacific warm pool area, leading to reduced trade wind strength and thus the potential for initiation of sub-surface Kelvin waves from west to east, and in turn EN warming at the surface in the eastern tropical Pacific. This process has been proposed to "reset" the internal variability "clock" of the ENSO climate system (Adams et al., 2003) . One hypothesis for a delayed LN is then simply the rebound from the initial EN response, which would be expected to become increasingly less systematically expressed as time progresses from the initial induced EN (Adams et al., 2003; Mann et al., 2005; Emile-Geay et al., 2008 ). Yet, if the radiative forcing imposed by the eruption is responsible for the initial (EN-like) dynamical response, then the same physical explanation should also apply to the response of the tropical Pacific to the renewed convective activity after the radiative cooling perturbation from the eruption has decayed. Strengthened convection would reinforce the trade wind system that pushes warm tropical waters westward, inducing enhanced upwelling and thus LN-like conditions in the eastern tropical Pacific. This response would be expected to occur with return to the pre-eruption energy balance, and thus a delayed LN-like pattern would not be necessarily tied to the existence of an initially-induced EN, as previously suggested (Adams et al., 2003; Mann et al., 2005; Emile-Geay et al., 2008; cf. Li et al., 2013) . We evaluate these dynamical considerations using the new western North American record.
The late winter/early spring seasonality in our study arises from a combination of two factors: first, the ENSO response in western North America is typically at its strongest in the winter and spring following the onset of EN or LN conditions (cf. Kiladis and Diaz, 1989) ; and second, FM is the only version of a tree ring-based sub-annual temperature reconstruction in the target region that demonstrated both successful calibration and validation performance (cf. Data and methods for further information). Although December-February or January-March periods might presumably be preferred for a "winter" response in this regard, the regional FM temperature reconstructions exhibit a clear spatial EN and LN signal during the instrumental period that closely conforms to known ENSO winter temperature patterns (Fig. 1) ; thus, there is demonstrated capacity to use the FM reconstructions for regional evaluation of the hypotheses mentioned regarding ENSO-related post-volcanic responses.
It should be noted that we do not evaluate the extent to which an immediate LN-like response potentially occurs in the first few months after the eruption itself (McGregor and Timmermann, 2011; Li et al., 2013) as fully as the analyses we present for the years afterwards, which is a necessary result of the timing of the FM reconstruction season early within the calendar year and the lag of atmospheric circulation response to ENSO-region SSTs (cf. Kiladis and Diaz, 1989) . A brief evaluation of regional composite temperature patterns for the eruptionyear is provided in the Supplemental material, Section IV.
Data and methods
The proxies employed are tree ring widths and ring density data from the target reconstruction region (30-55°N, 95-130°W) and northern Mexico that are calibrated (1904 -1980 CE) and validated (1875 -1903 using 5 × 5°gridded instrumental surface temperature data. Details concerning the proxy and instrumental target data sets including the spatial locations of the proxy data are provided in Sections II and III of the supplemental material of Wahl and Smerdon (2012;  hereafter "WS12"), and additional information is included in Section I of the supplemental material of this article. The truncated EOFprincipal components spatial regression (TEOF-PCSR) method, optimization procedures and a variety of methodological evaluations are described in WS12 and its supplemental material (Sections I-V). Standard calibration/validation measures and validation mean performance for the FM reconstruction are reported in conjunction with Fig. S2 herein; note that the reconstructions do not exhibit amplitude loss in relation to the difference between the calibration and validation period means. The reconstructions are additionally confirmed for use in this analysis by their capacity to resolve known instrumental-period regional EN and LN composite winter temperature patterns (Fig. 1) , over a time period that spans both the calibration and validation periods (Kiladis and Diaz, 1989) . Other sub-annual reconstruction periods besides FM were evaluated but did not produce good spatial performance in both calibration and validation (cf. WS12 supplemental material, Section III), including December-February, January-March, and March-May, inclusive of the winter and spring periods evaluated in Kiladis and Diaz (1989) . Successfully validated reconstruction of FM temperatures is able to take advantage of the fact that late winterearly spring warmth and cold can be expected to have a relationship to tree growth responses via their relationship to early-season moisture availability where snow is a significant contributor to annual moisture availability (cf. Pederson et al., 2011; per. comm, G. Pederson) , as is the case in much of the reconstruction region. The FM median reconstruction (cf. Fig. S1 ) is the focus of this article, covering the period 1500-1980 CE (cf. also Section 3.2).
The instrumental data specifications of EN and LN occurrences are those of Kiladis and Diaz (1989) updated to the present for additional analyses that extend beyond the 1980 CE end of the calibration period using the Multivariate ENSO Index (cf. Fig. 6 caption) ; these are adjusted (+1 year) since they specify the year of onset of the event rather than the period of largest impact that is reflected in our FM temperature target. The primary set of large tropical volcanic eruptions evaluated is that defined by Fischer et al. (2007) over the reconstruction period 1500-1980 CE (n = 13, Table 1a ), making the results of this paper comparable to the regional spatially-explicit post-volcanic temperature evaluations of Fischer et al. for Europe (cf. Landrum et al., 2013, for discussion) . This eruption set, primarily going back to Ammann and Naveau (2003) , has been used consistently in the literature of regional spatially-explicit responses to volcanic forcing (Fischer et al., 2007; Anchukaitis et al., 2010; Wegmann et al., 2014) , either in its own right (Fischer et al., 2007; Anchukaitis et al., 2010; cf. Cook et al., 2013 , who use this data set to evaluate Asia regional-average summer temperature response to volcanic forcing) or in a slightly augmented form (Wegmann et al., 2014) . A second set of eruptions, used to evaluate post-volcanic response of the ENSO system by Li et al. (2013) in conjunction with the most recent, longest, and most skillful reconstruction of ENSO core-region (NINO 3.4) SSTs, is also evaluated. This second set adds three large tropical eruptions that are not included in the Fischer et al. data set: those that occur after 1500 CE, are dated to a specific year by the authors, and are described as possibly having a Volcanic Explosivity Index (VEI) ≥ 5 (n = 16, Tables 1a/1b) (cf. Li et al., 2013 , SOM, Table S4 ). It should be noted that the radiative effectiveness of the added eruptions from Li et al. (2013) can potentially be debated in comparison to the Fischer et al. (2007) series in that the Fischer et al. events were derived from ice-core sulfate records that directly reflect stratospheric aerosol forcing in conjunction with geologic evidence of eruption intensity (as measured by VEI) (cf. Adams et al., 2003; Fischer et al., 2007; Li et al., 2013) was used to determine the post-volcanic composite responses, in which the composite pattern is formed using temperature anomalies calculated relative to the ten-year climatology immediately preceding the individual events. A lagged pre-event climatology period of years fifteen through six prior to the event was also evaluated for the Fischer et al. eruption set since some of the volcanic events occur within five years of each other; this analysis did not indicate sensitivity to the pre-event climatology.
Results

SEA for primary and secondary eruption sets
The post-event SEA results for the primary eruption set are shown in Fig. 2 . These do not show an EN-like initial response in Years 1-2 after large volcanic events, but rather a distinct warming in the interior West and Southwest in Year 1 coupled with cooling in the eastern portion of the region, especially in the continental interior. In Year 2 the warming diminishes to near mean conditions in the western portion of the region, but the eastern cooling intensifies and shifts southward. Distinct LN-like patterns occur in Years 3-5 ( Fig. 2 ; compare to Fig. 1 , lower L), with a slight shift (at the continental scale) to the west and north of the warm feature relative to the LN composite (discussed in Section 4.4). Spatial correlations of the SEA patterns for Years 3-4 with the LN composite ( Fig. 1 , lower L) are significant (p b 0.15), based on comparison to the correlations observed from a nonparametric Monte Carlo null model ensemble (n = 1000) of randomevent-year SEAs. Note that evaluation of the mean-field SEAs from these random-event-year draws indicates that they are near zero in magnitude across the regional domain, which is anticipated as they should asymptotically approach the regional FM climatology. None of the other SEA patterns in Fig. 2 (Years 1-2, 5-6) are significant at this level or at lower p-values with either the LN or EN composites ( Fig. 1 , L; note that three significance levels are indicated there for the SEA patterns relative to the LN and EN composites). The strength of pattern correlation needed to achieve a given significance level appears high, but is reasonable considering the normal and direct ENSO teleconnection to western North America; one or the other of the ENSO poles (EN and LN) happens in 45 out of the approximately 100 years evaluated for the instrumental-period composites shown in Fig. 1 (L and upper R) . For a post-event year's pattern to separate from this overall tendency requires a relatively strong correlation value.
The post-event SEA results for the second eruption set as suggested by Li et al. (2013) are shown in Fig. 3 . A significant early-response ENlike pattern does occur in Years 1-2 in this augmented data set, which is particularly similar to the EN composite for Year 2 (Fig. 3 , compare to Fig. 1, upper L) . At the same time, highly significant LN-like patterns are also observed for two individual events during Year 1 in both eruption sets (Tables 2, 3) , which has the effect of dampening the impact of the EN-like response in the SEA composite and its significance (Fig. 1,  upper L) . The strong Year 2 pattern response is driven primarily by the highly significant 1586 and 1913 events (Table 3 ), in conjunction with three events (1595, 1680, and 1831) having pattern correlations indicative of over 50% common variability with the EN composite but which are not significant individually at the p b 0.15 level (Table 3; cf. Fig. S6 ). As in the primary SEA results, a clear LN-like response occurs in post-event Years 3-5, and the pattern correlations with the LN composite are significant at the p b 0.15 level or lower for all three years (Fig. 3 , compare to Fig. 1 , lower L); note that the cooling in the northern to northeastern portion of the region is less strong in the second eruption set in Years 4-5. The significance of these LN patterns in the later post-volcanic period is best underlined by the fact that no individual event exhibits significant EN-like structures in either eruption set during these years (Tables 2, 3 ).
Monte Carlo evaluations related to ENSO teleconnection and reconstruction ensemble variability
Given the observed variation of ENSO teleconnections to the region (e.g., Diaz et al., 2001) , and the possibility that their character may change in time (e.g., Coats et al., 2013) , it is important to note that the significance of the post-event SEA pattern correlations is insensitive to the events included in the instrumental-period EN and LN composites. To make this determination, a separate Monte Carlo analysis (n = 1000) was completed for the primary eruption set by randomly excluding twenty percent of the EN and LN events in the derived composites. The medians of the resulting distributions of spatial correlations between these new composites and the post-eruption SEA patterns (Fig. S7) are highly similar to the single values in Fig. 1(L) . Only in the case of Years 3 and 4 for LN are the median values larger than the corresponding 85th percentile (p b 0.15) bounds determined by repeating the analysis with the added Monte Carlo dimension that the SEA patterns compared to the new EN and LN composites are drawn from the random-event-year SEA ensemble (Fig. S7) . The same outcomes occur (Fig. S8 ) when the evaluation is further generalized by adding a third Monte Carlo dimension that incorporates draws from the probabilistic ensemble of reconstruction members (Supplemental material, Section I, Fig. S1 ; WS12 and supplemental material). Based on the robustness indicated by these evaluations, the analyses presented focus on the median reconstruction results and pattern correlation comparisons with the full set of EN and LN instrumental data, as described in Section 2 and represented in Fig. 1(L) .
Relative homogeneity of spatial responses over time
Figs. 4 and 5 evaluate the relative homogeneity of the composite response for each post-event year in terms of the amplitude signal of the SEA composite relative to the noise represented by its standard deviation across the included volcanic events. In relation to the distribution of the same metric determined from the random-event-year SEAs, these signal-to-noise (S/N) ratios are most highly significant in the portions of the domain with the strongest anomalies during Years 1-3 (in both eruption sets), with Year 3 showing the spatially strongest Fig . 3 . Same as Fig. 2 , except for the second set of 16 evaluated eruptions (Table 1b) .
the eruption, even though individual events may continue to show significant EN-and LN-like patterns in these later years (Tables 2, 3) and the composite SEA patterns may exhibit EN-and LN-like features (Figs. 4, 5, upper L panels) . Additional confirmation of the robust nature of the Year 3 maximum signal is described in the Supplemental material; cf. Figs. S7 and S8, and associated text describing these (p. 5).
Summary and discussion
Summary
The results described are broadly consistent with the hypothesis that large tropical eruptions impose a radiative forcing that stimulates the coupled climate system to a probabilistic tendency towards an initial EN response followed by a later LN response (Adams et al., 2003; Mann et al., 2005; Emile-Geay et al., 2008; D'Arrigo et al., 2009; Wilson et al., 2010; Li et al., 2013) . A significant regional spatial expression of an EN-type pattern in Years 1 and 2 is nevertheless dependent on the eruption set evaluated, not occurring in the primary event set evaluated but evidenced in the second set (Figs. 2, 3; Fig. 1, upper L) . Within that context, the regional SEA composite is driven by a few highly significant individual events (Table 3) in conjunction with a few less-strongly significant ones during Year 2, while strongly significant LN-type patterns also occur in Year 1 in both eruption sets (Tables 2 and 3 ). In contrast, a clear and significant LN-type spatial pattern is observed in Years 3-5 in both eruption sets (Figs. 2, 3; Fig. 1, lower L) , while no significant composite or single individual-event EN-type pattern is observed during these three years (Fig. 1, upper L; Tables 2, 3 ). The strength of the post-event LN-type response peaks in Year 3, both in terms of the number of individual events showing significant responses (Tables 2, 3 ) and in terms of strongest grid cell-level spatial significance (Figs. 4, 5 , lower R panels). The spatial composite post-event signal weakens to insignificance in terms of evaluated S/N ratios for both data sets in the second half-decade after an eruption, starting in Year 6 for the primary eruption set and in Year 5 for the second eruption set.
Relation of post-volcanic temperature response to atmospheric circulation
In order to evaluate the SEA temperature results in terms of the larger-scale circulation and to compare them with natural climate variability, a FM 500 mb geopotential height anomaly composite for LN events since 1950 CE is shown in Fig. 6 , indicating a strong PacificNorth America (PNA)-type pattern associated with a relatively weak negative NAO-like pattern (cf. figure caption for corresponding EN composite features). This composite is derived from the Twentieth Century Reanalysis v2 ("20CR") (Compo et al., 2011) ; a highly similar pattern results from using the NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis for the same Table 2 Significance table for pattern correlations of individual year anomalies for each event with El Niño and La Niña composite patterns, for primary SEA analysis (cf. Fig. 1 (L a Significance thresholds are shown below, rounded to 3 significant digits, determined from individual year anomalies for each event taken from the random-event-year SEA ensemble.
[Slight differences in relation to companion values in Table 3 are due to different runs of the random event-year Monte Carlo analysis across the two eruption sets; cf. footnote in Table 3.] years (not shown). Comparable instrumental-period post-volcanic FM pressure composites for post-event Years 0-2 are shown in Fig. 7 , which include the three most recent events in the SEA analysis (Krakatau, Santa Maria, and Agung; cf. Table 1a ). The post-1980 El Chichón and Pinatubo events are excluded from the composite for Years 0-2 to guard against the chance that ongoing El Niños might contaminate the signal (cf. Robock et al, 1995) . For Years 3-7 (Fig. 7 ) these events were included because the initially existing EN state of the tropical Pacific had time to subside and the effect of the post-eruption dynamics could take on more salience. The 20CR post-event pressure composite does not exhibit a typical EN-like pattern in Year 1; it includes a distinct negative anomaly over nearly all of North America, and anomalous high pressure over the North Pacific coupled with anomalous low pressure in northwestern North America that is more similar to the LN composite (Fig. 6 ). This overall result is not changed if the influence of the existing El Niños associated with the El Chichón and Pinatubo is introduced into the composite, with the exception that more EN-reminiscent anomalous low pressure occurs in the North Pacific in association with the anomalous low pressure over nearly all of North America (not shown). In Year 2 a somewhat LN-like pressure pattern is exhibited in the northeastern Pacific, North America, and the North Atlantic, although the anomalies in temperate western and southeastern North America and the northeastern Pacific are less strong than those in the LN composite. By Year 3, a strongly LN-like pressure composite occurs in the North Pacific, North America, and the North Atlantic. Related structures occur in the North Pacific and North America in Year 4, with a northeastward shift and expansion of the low-pressure anomaly over North America, which connects with a low-pressure anomaly over northwestern Europe that represents the northern component of a reversal in the North Atlantic to a positive NAO-like pattern. Years 5-7 exhibit more random variability, as further relaxation from the volcanicevent effects occurs. Non-coherence of the Year 1 circulation pattern with ENSO-like conditions is consistent with the weak SEA pattern correlations that this initial year after the eruptions exhibits with the EN/LN temperature composites for the primary eruption set (Fig. 1, L) , whereas it is less consistent with the initial EN-like SEA temperature patterns exhibited by the second eruption set in Year 1 (Fig. 1, L) . The somewhat LN-like Fig. 1 (L a Significance thresholds are shown below, rounded to 3 significant digits, determined from individual year anomalies for each event taken from the random-event-year SEA ensemble.
[Slight differences in relation to companion values in Table 2 are explained in footnote there. The two values marked "yes" are significant at levels noted when using the Monte Carlo random-event-year thresholds shown in Table 2 ; they represent the only differences in terms of evaluated significance across the two Monte Carlo runs for the comparable event years.] Year 2 circulation pattern is largely inconsistent with the SEA pattern correlation results for both eruption sets (Fig. 1, L) . Although based on a shorter instrumental record, these observations additionally indicate a relatively non-robust character of the Year 1-2 late winter response in relation to ENSO patterns in the study region. In contrast, the strongly LN-like pressure composite in North America and the adjacent Pacific and Atlantic regions in Year 3 is consistent with the robust LN-like temperature response for that year in both eruption sets (Fig. 1, lower L ; Figs. 4, 5, upper L panels; Tables 2, 3; Figs. S7, S8) . This coherence is further illustrated by the maximum S/N pattern significance occurring in this year (Figs. 4, 5 , lower R panels), suggesting a maximum consistency in the regional strength of the dynamic circulation-to-surface temperature linkage at this time across the post-event years examined. The progressively declining coherence across eruptions as post-event time progresses beyond Year 3, indicated by the S/N data (Figs. 4, 5 , lower R panels), is also consistent with the less LN-like pressure composite for Year 4 and the more spatially variable pressure composites after that time.
Additional considerations concerning the post-volcanic response of the ENSO system
In general, our results are in best agreement with those presented by Wilson et al. (2010) , who also find an early EN-like response that is conditional on the eruption set used and a more robust LN-like response in subsequent years. We note that the two eruption sets used by Wilson et al. (n = 10, n = 4) include fewer events than those used herein and extend back only to 1800. Additionally, the timing of the later LN-like response is more heterogeneous across the four reconstruction SEAs they evaluate. In contrast, the conditional nature of the regional late winter EN-like temperature response we find in Years 1 and 2 partially differs from the cold season (October-March) Niño 3 reconstruction SEA of Adams et al. (2003) , who find a more robust early EN-like response in conjunction with a clear and relatively long-lasting delayed LN-like response using a global pattern analysis. Our results also partially differ from the recently published late fall to mid-winter (NovemberJanuary) Niño 3.4 reconstruction SEA of Li et al. (2013) , who find a strong early EN-like response along with a distinctly weaker (in terms of amplitude and significance) delayed LN-like cooling. The lack of robustness we find for an initial post-event EN-like temperature signal is supported by the 20CR pressure composite analysis presented. It should be noted, however, that the EN-like Year 1 temperature responses for Tambora and Krakatau (Tables 2, 3 ; Fig. S6 ) suggest that particularly strong eruptions could align (in a probabilistic sense) the initial postevent circulation-surface temperature linkage in North America and the adjacent Pacific with the tendency to post-event EN-like SST conditions in the tropical Pacific, as noted by Emile-Geay et al. (2008) . Overall, our temperature SEA results and 20CR pressure analysis argue against a hypothesis that an initial EN-like response is generally required to stimulate a subsequent LN-like response a few years later (Adams et al., 2003; Mann et al., 2005; Emile-Geay et al., 2008; cf. Wilson et al., 2010) . Rather, we see clear evidence for a systematic dynamical mechanism that is at least as strong and which engages as the system recovers towards pre-eruption radiative conditions, described below. The individual event results (Tables 2, 3 ) are consistent with this interpretation: for both eruption sets only one of the five events that exhibits significant (p b 0.15) LN-like patterns in Year 3 (Krakatau) is preceded by a significant EN-like pattern in Year 1, similarly only one significant Year 3 LN-like pattern is preceded by a significant EN-like pattern in Year 2 (Kelut).
More generally, the forcing imposed on the climate system by large, explosive volcanic eruptions that inject substantial amounts of sulfur into the stratosphere not only influences the circulation (in both the atmosphere and potentially the ocean through ENSO), but by definition it first and fundamentally reduces the energy (heat) in the Earth system by increasing the amount of solar radiation reflected back to space. This effect is the cause of the immediate and robust cooling in global temperatures that occurs within the months following an eruption, peaking somewhere within the first year and one-half after the event, followed by a gradual recovery over the subsequent years as the perturbation to the incoming energy flux declines and the mean planetary energy balance returns to its pre-eruption state. Using these simple energy balance considerations, one could describe the effects of volcanic forcing as a "throttling down" of the Earth's heat engine during the first couple years after an eruption until the stratospheric aerosols settle, and then the "throttling back up" of that engine as the system recovers towards its pre-eruption energy equilibrium. Interestingly, the dynamical response to these variations in the global energy balance could be asymmetric in the tropical Pacific. As the incoming heat from the sun is reduced after a volcanic eruption, the zonal circulation over the Pacific basin (the Walker Circulation) is weakened, potentially raising the chance for a warm EN event to develop (cf. Adams et al., 2003) . Nevertheless, the actual formation of such an event depends on the state of the system at the time of the onset of the forcing. If an EN event is just winding down, then a subsequent thrust towards another event will be weakened; equally, if a strong LN event is developing as the forcing hits, a complete reversal may be physically unlikely. Conversely, if a moderate EN is about to develop, the additional support from the collapsing trade winds might work to enhance the event (as might have been the case after Tambora and Krakatau). While there appears to be a real tendency towards EN conditions in the immediate aftermath of a large volcanic perturbation (Emile-Geay et al., 2008; cf. Adams et al., 2003; Li et al., 2013) , it is conceivable that composites of these first years after an eruption might suffer in clarity somewhat from the immediate pre-history of the events, where the noise in the system needs to be overcome before a consistent signal can emerge.
Nevertheless, the volcanic forcing does act to reset the timing of the internal variability in the tropics. After about two years, as the system begins to regain its energy equilibrium, the newly absorbed energy enhances the convection in the western tropical Pacific; this systematically strengthens the trade winds, and after a couple years of the system developing EN-like tendencies the direction of the zonal system now reverses. Because the pre-history has been largely eliminated, a consistent response to the strengthening trade winds then emerges through a systematic LN pattern. In fact, the systematic nature of this synchronized response is so strong in the results presented herein that not a single event in Years 3-5 shows a significant spatial correspondence to an EN event in either of the volcanic eruption sets. Such a strong response requires an underlying process that dominates natural internal variability. Such a consistent rebound of the system after volcanic events was already pointed out in Adams et al. (2003) , where the cold LN signal exhibits higher statistical significance over the initial EN warm signal (also cf. Wilson et al., 2010) . The spatial structure with the highest significance in our results is found in Year 3 over Western North America, and using the analogy of the Earth heat engine, it could be suggested that it takes about two to three years to synchronize the internal variability in the climate system to a strong radiative forcing. After such a "resetting of the internal clock", the system devolves again towards its more chaotic nature over the subsequent two or three years. The spatial temperature distribution over Western North America appears to directly reflect this process.
Although we find this hypothesis cogent and consistent with the results presented, the fact that the previously proposed initial tendency towards a warm EN-like response doesn't emerge from our analysis as significantly as in Adams et al. (2003) could also potentially result from a more complex combination of factors. For example, the reconstructions shown here exclusively employ proxies in a region that is teleconnected to the tropical SSTs that define the El Niño-La Niña system. They therefore are dependent on the dynamical response to the evolution of this mode of internal climate variability. When looking at years with additional, and in fact specifically large, perturbations from volcanic aerosols, however, the local post-volcanic signal is likely not a purely dynamical imprint of the circulation, but rather also contains a direct radiative response that could affect tree-ring growth rates, Kiladis and Diaz (1989) , extended to 2012 CE using the MEI Index which also accounts for both SOI pressures and EN/LN SSTs (http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/enso/mei/table.html); the two sources agree on LN onset timing for their period of overlap. The corresponding El Niño pattern is generally similar spatially and opposite in sign, with a notable shift eastward (towards Greenland) of the North American poleward pressure anomaly. Table 1a and text). Note that scale is the same for each panel and also for Fig. 6 . even if not a local temperature response (cf. D 'Arrigo et al., 2009; Wilson et al., 2010) . It might therefore be possible that the combined effects of the initial direct radiative perturbation together with a dynamical signal are mixed in the SEA composites and thus an extraction of a pure dynamical response might be somewhat obscured.
Detection of post-volcanic spatial temperature response specific to North American West and Southwest
As a final consideration, the relative strengths of the instrumental EOF patterns inherent in the reconstruction process (Fig. S5) are evaluated in terms of how these are expressed in the primary SEA composite patterns (Tables S1-2) . A particularly strong contribution is found from EOF 3 (11% of total variance), which is largely responsible for the distinct warming in the interior West and Southwest in Year 1 and the slight shift of the southern warm feature to the west and north in Years 3-5 in relation to the LN composite (Figs. 2, S5 ; Table S1 ) -note that this latter feature occurs in the results from both eruption sets (Fig. 3) . The EN and LN composites shown in Fig. 1(L) suggest that such a strong contribution could be distinctive to the postvolcanic response since the expression of EOF 3 in these composites is weak for EN and relatively weak compared to EOF 1 for LN (Figs. 1 (L), S5; Table S2 ). This suggestion is confirmed by the pattern correlation information in Table S1 ; in particular, the very high spatial correlations between EOF 3 and the primary SEA patterns for Years 3-5 are extraordinary, occurring less than 2% of the time in the random-event-year SEA null model ensemble (Table S1 ). This spatial structure also occurs at the annual time scale (11% of total variance, WS12) and is robust to the data set used for analysis (Fritts, 1991 , 13% of total variance, cf. Fig. 4 .5 therein). The relative strength of EOF 3 in Year 1 and Years 3-6 does not correspond in a systematic way to the post-event circulation anomalies (Fig. 7) and its persistence into years well after the event-year indicates that it is not explainable as a direct radiative effect. Further analysis of this regional structure is beyond the scope of this paper, and further research into the mechanisms of its post-event expression constitutes an important area for additional study identified in this work.
Post-volcanic signal in dendroclimatic information: relationship of current work to recent evaluations
In closing, we note recent discussion in the paleoclimatic literature that has evaluated the capability of tree ring information to capture post-volcanic responses in climate (Anchukaitis et al., 2012; Mann et al., 2012) . We concur with Anchukaitis et al. (2012) that wellvalidated tree growth modeling in conjunction with both dendroecological and dendroclimatological empirical observations indicate no general problem of missing rings due to post-volcanic cooling, as postulated by Mann et al. (2012) based on the tree-growth simulations that they present. More specifically, we note the importance of spatial characteristics in the pattern of post-event responses highlighted by Anchukaitis et al. (2012) . The primary purpose of this paper is the reconstruction and analysis of spatially-explicit mid-to-late winter temperature patterns in the temperate region of western North America that arise in response to large tropical volcanic eruptions: three additional lines of evidence lead to confidence in the spatial quality of our results and their use for subsequent analyses. First, the reconstruction methodology (cf. Data and methods above; Supplemental material, Section I; WS12 and its supplemental material) exhibits little general amplitude loss in simulation experiments (WS12 supplemental material, Section I), and while there may be potential for such loss in the case of extreme cold events (WS12 supplemental material, Section I), the general type of methodology used (principal components spatial regression) has been shown to retain good post-volcanic spatial pattern fidelity even in the face of amplitude loss (Jones et al., 2009, Fig. 5 and associated text). Second, the reconstructions clearly resolve known regional EN and LN winter temperature patterns, as noted (Fig. 1) . Third, the pattern correlation analyses and significance results presented are robust both across the included EN and LN events and across the probabilistic ensemble of reconstruction members (Section 3.2; Figs. S7-8 and associated text). We therefore do not identify general concerns regarding either the incorporated proxy information or the reconstruction methodology employed that would motivate structural caution concerning our results and their interpretation for the purposes discussed herein.
